[Gastrointestinal stromal tumors: evolution of a tumor concept from unclassifiable neoplasms to targeted molecular therapy].
The discovery of activating oncogenic C-KIT and PDGFRA mutations in gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) represented the key for the development of innovative targeted molecular therapy using the tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) Imatinib (Glivec(R)), Sunitinib and other substances. This makes a precise histopathological diagnosis a major prerequisite, supplemented by appropriate risk stratification for the assessment of the expected biological behavior of individual tumors. Current knowledge demonstrates that the presence of kinase mutations in C-KIT and PDGFRA and their localization within the gene sequence as well as the mutation type are of great importance for planning appropriate treatment (drug selection and dose recommendation), but also for the assessment of prognosis and explanation of secondary resistance to TKI after initial response. This article gives an overview on current developments in the histopathological and molecular diagnostics of GIST and the role of kinase mutation analysis for optimizing patient treatment.